Online Classes

Students enrolled in online classes can fire and book studio time at
the pottery. Online classes take place via Zoom. Learn more about
each class by visiting greenwichhouse.org/pottery

CHINESE CERAMICS THROUGH THE AGES:
MIGRATION, ADAPTATION AND
EXPERIMENTATION

This lecture class will survey the long, storied history of Chinese
ceramics from the Qin Dynasty (3rd BC) to contemporary times.

OH1

LU ZHANG $295
TUESDAYS, 11:00 A.M.-12:30 P.M.
A: SEPTEMBER 12-OCTOBER 18
B: OCTOBER 26-DECEMBER 8

KILN DEVELOPMENT AND FIRING HISTORY
This class seeks to provide an overview of the global history of firing
ceramics, from antiquity through the present.

OH2 GINA TIBBOTT $235
TUESDAYS, 7:00-8:00 P.M.
A: SEPTEMBER 12-OCTOBER 18
B: OCTOBER 26-DECEMBER 8

INTERMEDIATE/ADVANCED PAPERCLAY
In this 12-week class we’ll cover making a customized claybody,
building and editing methods, surface treatments, and firing and
finishing methods. Class meetings will alternate weekly between
technical demos and Q&A, and discussion of works in progress.
Students will be making their own paperclay or will have the option to
purchase, on their own, a commercial paperclay. Ample review and
direction regarding clay will be given. Prior experience working with
paperclay is required for this online class.

OH3 LISA CHICOYNE $535
WEDNESDAYS, 10:30 A.M.-12:00 P.M.

ANCIENT ART TO CONTEMPORARY ARTISTS
In this class we will look at how ceramic cultures or traditions
manifest in the practices and aesthetics of contemporary artists
with a special focus on pottery from Africa, India, and the
Caribbean. Students are expected to complete artwork in response
to class lectures.

OH4 KATE MISSETT $295
FRIDAYS, 10:30 A.M.-12:00 P.M.
A: SEPTEMBER 15-OCTOBER 21
B: OCTOBER 29-DECEMBER 10

Off-Site

OUT ON THE TOWN
Join the Pottery's Director on a series of off-site adventures with New
York's finest artists, curators, and arts professionals. Recent site visits
have included Sculpture Space, Peter Lane's studio, and more! Please
note that admission to select field trip sites is not included in tuition.

ST5 FABIO J. FERNÁNDEZ $340
WEDNESDAYS, 2:00-4:00 P.M.
A: SEPTEMBER 14-OCTOBER 19
B: OCTOBER 26-DECEMBER 7

